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Abstract

In the reactor-physical point of view there were two important events in the Nuclear
Power Plant of Paks in this year. The Russian type profiled assemblies were loaded into
the Paks Unit 3, and new limitation system was introduced on the same Unit. It was
required to solve a lot of problems because of these both events. One of these problems
was the determination of uncertainty of quantities of the new limitation considering the
fabrication uncertainties for the profiled assembly. The importance of determination of
uncertainty is to guarantee on 99.9% level the avoidance of fuel failure. In this paper the
principles of determination of calculation accuracy, applied methods and obtained
results are presented in case of distribution-like parameters. A few elements of the
method have been presented on earlier symposiums, so in this paper the whole method is
just outlined. For example the GPT method was presented in the following paper:
Uncertainty analysis of pinwise power distribution of WER-440 assembly considering
fabrication uncertainties. Finally in the summary of this paper additional intrinsic
opportunities in the method are presented.
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Introduction

In this paper the main goal is to determine the uncertainty of quantities of the new
limitation. In the planning phase with full knowledge of these uncertainties the
avoidance of violation of reactor physical limits on 99.9% level can be provided.
Mathematically that means the following:
The mentioned reactor physical parameter is indicated with p as probability variable.
The reactor physical limit belongs to p is indicated with pk. The density function of

probability variable is indicated with fp and the expected value of probability variable

is indicated with Mp. Because the investigated parameters are limited from above,

therefore the maximal value of parameter (pm) is searched, so that the following

condition has to be satisfied:

and

If the mentioned probability variable follows normal distribution, then difference of the
limit and maximum value is approximately equal to three standard deviation of
probability variable. Consequently if during planning of loading pattern the calculated
value of given parameter is not greater then the pm value, then the limit will not be
violated on the above mentioned probability. This pn value is named operational limit.
In this paper are determined the uncertainty of distribution-like limit parameters. These
are average quantities for given value elements of reactor or depend on the space or time
coordinates of reactor. The mentioned parameters and the absolute limit values are the
following:

Pin wise linear heat irate, 325 W/cm
- Assembly power, 5.96 MW
- Pin power, 57 kW
- Sub channel outlet temperature, 325 °C

General description of method

From the previous chapter it can be seen that, operational limit of the mentioned
parameter can be determined if the probability density functions are known. For the
determination of these density functions it has to be examined that bow these are
calculated and where from theirs uncertainty where are derived.
The reactor physical parameters are calculated using reactor describing parameters,
models codes and different expressions. In the determination of given parameter more
codes may be applied and sometimes the output of the given code will be input of other.
On the next picture a scheme is presented consisting of three codes. Certainly in such a
calculation process more or less part can be contained too. The three codes system is
presented here because the above mentioned parameters are calculated by this kind of
system. The three levels are the following:

Assembly wise calculation
Pin wise calculation
The given parameter value calculation with using a simple expression.
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Reactor characteristic parameters
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The uncertainties of reactor physical parameters are derived from two sources. The first
one is the uncertainty of reactor characteristic parameters and the second one is the
uncertainty of used reactor physical models. The uncertainties of reactor characteristic
parameters are derived from the fabrication uncertainty and the local fluctuation. The
uncertainty of models is derived from the applied approximation and numeric methods.
Finally in the knowledge of uncertainty of models and reactor parameters the job is to
determine the uncertainty of calculated parameters. In other words the main goal of the
examination is how propagate the mentioned uncertainty in the calculation system and
what will be like the uncertaini/'of calculated parameter. The examination of error
propagation is achieved for each block according to the scheme.

Determination of uncertainty of reactor characteristic parameters

The reactor characteristic parameters are divided into two groups by determination of
its uncertainty. In the first group there are parameters, which possess a particular value
and describe the geometry and material compound of reactor. These parameters are
named as describing parameters. In the other group there are parameters, which can get
any value in a given interval. These parameters describe physical state of reactor. These
parameters are named as state parameters.

Determination of uncertainty of state parameters

Determination of this uncertainty requires individual consideration. Fluctuations of
these parameters are caused by very complex process (for example: inhomogeneity in
the system, fabrication inaccuracy of structural parts etc.). In the most cases due to the
complexity these process can not be handled. In these cases uncertainty of parameters is
replaced by uncertainty of measurement of parameter. This can do as a consequence of
the following considerations:
The difference from the nominal value of parameter can be greater or less then the
accuracy of measurement. If it is greater, then the difference can be observed and so
input parameter of the calculation can be adjusted. So in the input parameter of the
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calculation only that fluctuation can not be taken into account which is within the
accuracy of measurement. For this reason the uncertainty of input parameters can be
replaced by uncertainty of measurement.

Determination of uncertainly of describing parameters

The probability density function of these parameters can be determined in two ways.
The first way is that if the statistics is composed from numerous measurement check of
the product. The other way is that if the probability density function is determined from
the tolerance of the measurements. Measured data are not at our disposal, therefor the
second way have been used. The probability density function is determined from the
tolerance of the measurements in the following manner:
For the determination of the density function two conditions have to be taken. The first
condition is that, the distribution of real value of measurements is Gaussian. The second
one is that, the measured values to be found with 99.9% level in the interval, which one
is designated by tolerance of measurement and accuracy of measurement check. On the
basic of two conditions the expected value and standard deviation can be determined, if
these parameters are known then the density function of normal distribution is
unambiguously determined. The expected value will be equal to the nominal value of
parameter, and the standard deviation will be equal to the third part of interval of the
tolerance and accuracy of measurement.

Transformation of uncertainty of the reactor characteristic parameters into
the uncertainty of direct input parameters of codes

A part of reactor characteristic parameters is direct input parameters of calculation (for
example the inlet temperature, cooling flow rate and reactor power). The other part of
parameters (for example the geometrical data of assembly, the material component) in
indirect manner shows effect by way of other parameters. Effect of elements of this part
can be taken into account, if theirs uncertainty is transformed to the uncertainty of
direct input parameters of codes (derived input parameter uncertainty). For example
the uncertainty of geometrical data of assembly is transformed to the uncertainty of
cross section. A process of transformation is the following:

1. Determination of density function of reactor characteristic parameters
2. Determination of relation between the reactor characteristic parameters and

direct input parameters
3. Conversion of density function of the reactor characteristic parameters to the

• density function of direct input parameters with a Monte-Carlo simulation

The determination of density function of reactor characteristic parameters and the
determination of the function between the reactor parameters and input parameters
depend on the kind of parameter. The transformation of density function is the same for
all the parameters. The Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out in the following manner:
According to the probability of density function a parameter value is drawn than on the
basis of the characteristic and input parameter function is determined the direct input
parameter value. After a sufficiently a large number of drawing from the occurrence
frequency the probability density function can be reproduced.
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Determination of the model error

Determination of the model error is executed with using of solution of benchmark
problem and comparison of measured and calculated data. This examination is realised
together with the code validation.

Examination of error propagation through the models

As it has already been mentioned the examination is carried out as parts according to
the block schema. This examination method has got two basic reasons. The first is that,
since the codes use the output parameters of other codes as input and in the output
parameters appears the model error so this model error will be transformed in the next
code. This problem can be handled whit the successional examination. The other reason
is that the examination of error propagation in a system consisting of more models is
complicated.
For the examination of error propagation it is used two methods. The first is a
Monte-Carlo simulation method, which has got two variants. In both of cases the
simulation is similar to the simulation which was used in the case of transformation of
the reactor characteristic parameters into the direct input parameters. According to the
probability of density function a parameter value is drawn on the basis of the
characteristic and input parameter function is determined the direct input parameter
value. After a sufficiently large_ number of drawings from the occurrence 'frequency of
obtained values it can be the probability density function. The difference between the
two variants is in the result calculation. In the first case the results are calculated direct
manner with using the codes. This method is used when the model is simple and
calculation time of code is sort. In that case when the calculation time is long it can not
be executed enough calculation for the statistic. In this case not the parameter value is
calculated but the deviation of output parameter from the nominal value which is arisen
from changing of input parameter compared to nominal value. This deviation can be
calculated in simple manner with a matrix multiplication if it is known th* sensitivity
matrix of calculated parameters against input modification. The sensitivity matrix is
determined with the application of General Perturbation Theory [1]. Certainly the
Monte-Carlo method and the GPT also possess uncertainty, which have to be taken into
account at the given result.
The second error propagation method is a statistical method. Basis of this method is the
given parameter statistical comparison with measured data. This method is applied
when a lot of measured data are our disposal, the given parameter is normal
distribution and the application of above mentioned method would be complicated.
(The other is a statistical method, it is based on the comparison of measured data with
the calculations ones.) In this case it can be determined the probability* density function
of the calculated parameter from the comparison of the measured and calculated data.
Suppose that, for the determination of physical quantity calculation and measurement is
also available, the calculated and measured values are symbolised with vs and vm. It can

be associated fvm and frs probability density functions to the measurement and the
calculation. In the case of comparison of measured and calculation values a difference
between two probability variables (v5-vm) are established. If the two variables are
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normal distribution as it was supposed, then the result will be normal distribution too.
The expected value of difference of variables will be the difference of expected values
(M = MVI-Mvm) and the second moment will be the sum of second moments

(a1 = crj; + <r\m ). In consequence of these facts if there are not systematic error of both

quantities then the expected value of two quantities arc the same and resultant expected
value is zero. If the uncertainty of measurement is known then the uncertainty of
calculation can be determined from the comparison of calculation and measurement. If
the uncertainty of measurement is not known then it can be used the standard deviation
of comparison because of this standard deviation is greater then the standard deviation
of calculation. In this way it is conservative way of approach, in many cases this
standard deviation is used. This method is relatively simple, but in the most of cases we
do not possess enough measured data.

As an example uncertainty of linear heat rate is given.
The linear heat rate is determined by a three level calculation. The first level is the
assembly wise calculation with using the C-PORCA code. The second level is the pin
wise calculation with using the APOSTOL code and the third level is the linear heat rate
calculation with the following function:

where kq is the assembly wise power distribution, Preail is the reactor power, kk is the
pin wise power distribution, kz axial power distribution and lasB is the entire length of
rods. The kq and the kz is arisen from the assembly wise calculation, the kk from the
pin wise calculation acid rector power and the all length rod are reactor characteristic
parameters. The uncertainty of the kq and the kz parameters are determined from
comparisons of measured and. calculated values [2]. The following data are related to
profiled assembly with enrichment 3-82%. The standard deviations of two parameters
are the following:

akq = 0.025

a^ = 0.0323

For the determination of uncertainty of pin wise power distribution the GPT and the
Monte-Carlo methods were used.
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In the Monte-Carlo simulation the following uncertainties of parameters are taken into
account:

- Enrichment
- Fuel density
- Rod mass
- Rod length
- Pellets diameter
- Diameter of pellet boring
- Outer diameter of clad

Assembly wall thickness
- Lattice pitch
- Water gap
- Assembly shroud thickness

Central tube diameter
- Moderator temperature
- Fuel temperature
• Boron acid concentration
- Fast flux

The first twelve parameters are the characteristics of the geometry of assembly, the
uncertainties of these parameters were derived from their tolerances. The other
parameters are derived from the assembly wise calculation. Uncertainties of these
parameters are determined with either the same way as kg or the Monte-Carlo
simulation. Except the fast flux the all parameter uncertainty has to be converted to the
uncertainty of cross sections. The mentioned parameters and cross sections relations ere
calculated by HELIOS code [3]. After the determination of sensitivity matrix the
uncertainty of kk can be determined in accordance with input parameters by
Monte-Carlo simulation. Naturally by the further calculation the uncertainty of GPT
method and Monte-Carlo simulation and the uncertainty of model of kk calculation
have to be added to the derived uncertainty. Then the standard deviation of kk is the
following:

atl = 0.03733

It is substituted the uncertainty of reactor power for accuracy of measurement. The
accuracy of reactor power measurement is 2%. This means that the power can change

• unnoticeable within this range. Taking the power alteration as normal distribution and
the 2% range as three standard deviations the standard deviation in absolute value will
be equal for nominal power:

rP= 9.167 MW
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The uncertainty of entire length of rods can be determined from the tolerance of a rod
length. The derived value of standard deviation is the following:

a, =209.7 cm

Uncertainties of alt parameter in the first equation are known so it can be applied the
Monte-Carlo simulation, and the derived density function of linear heat rate is the
following:

0,035

Probability density function of linear heat rate

20"0 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
Linear heat rate (W/cm)

The derived curve can be easily approached by normal distribution. Adding to the result
the error of Monte-Carlo simulation the final result is as follows:

aq =12.6 W/cm

From the above considerations operational limit is 287.2 W/cm.
The similar way as it vas' described above we carried out the calculations for all the
parameters that were mentioned in the introduction and the results are as follows:

The operational limit of assembly power is 5.644 MW
The operational limit of pin power is 51.13 kW
The operational limit of sub channel outlet temperature is 318.8 °C
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Conclusion

On the basis of the obtained results it can be seen that by using the method reserve is
released as compared with the traditional 17% engineering factor. The derived results
are correct because this method can determined mathematically exactly the
uncertainties and it can be taken into account all parameters which affect the
uncertainty of examined parameters.
Above described methods are converted into appropriate codes and these codes are
linked together so the effect of any change in the input parameters can be easily
recalculated. The parts of the system namely are as follows:

- GAMMA code: adjoint functions generator
- SIMILA code: Monte-Carlo simulation
- SCANNING code: determination of pin wise uncertainties using sensitivity

coefficients and cross sections uncertainties
Due to the relative speed of applied methods the uncertainties of other reactor states, for
example different assembly configuration, different boron acid concentration and power
level can be covered.
In the near future the described methods will be extended for other important
calculated reactor physical quantities and for results of in-core measurements.
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